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Exhibitors displaying the latest in instrumentation, products, and 
services catering to those in analytical chemistry and the allied sciences.

For more information on the 2004 Eastern Analytical Symposium please visit our web site at

w w w. e a s . o r g
Or contact us by telephone at 610-485-4633
by fax at 610-485-9467
by email at easinfo@aol.com

Eastern Analytical Symposium
P.O. Box 633
Montchanin, DE 19710-0633

EASTERN
ANALYTICAL
SYMPOSIUM

November 15-18, 2004
Somerset, New Jersey

Highlights of the 43rd EAS include:

Twenty-seven one and two-day short courses
Twenty–one half-day exhibitor workshops
Eight awards symposia
Sixty oral and poster sessions on topics including:

▲ "Characterization of Nanomaterials and 
Nanostructures"

▲ "Thermal Analysis"
▲ "Newer Applications of LC/MS in Pharmaceutical Research and Development"
▲ "Analysis of Pharmaceutical Mixtures"
▲ "Designer Steroids and Other Athletic Performance Enhancing Substances"
▲ "Vibrational Imaging"
▲ "Biological NMR"
▲ "Impact of Raman Microscopes on Biomedical Research"
▲ "High Tech Crimes"
▲ "NIR/PAT in the Pharmaceutical Industry"
▲ "Biomedical Applications of Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology"

Join us at the 2004
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Norton Peet is the Chief Executive of
Aurigene Discovery Technologies.
Prior to joining Aurigene, he was Vice
President of Discovery Alliances at
ArQule, Inc. Previous to that appoint-
ment he was Head of Medicinal Chem-
istry and Distinguished Scientist at
Aventis. Norton serves on several edi-
torial boards and has authored 140
technical articles and books. He holds
65 US Patents, which largely cover
enzyme inhibitors and receptor ligands
for therapeutic targets in the areas of
CNS, cardiovascular, metabolic and
respiratory diseases and oncology.

Introductory Remarks
Estimates on the present cost for new
drugs from pharmaceutical executives
- from start to finish - ranges from
US$800M to US$1.8B.  The timeline
cost is 10 - 13 years.  These high costs
and long timeline make the idea of cre-
ating new uses for old drugs very
attractive.  Existing drugs are known
quantities in terms of human safety and
bioavailability, and can therefore
shorten the time and cost needed for

drug development of a new utility.

George Muller received his Ph.D. in
Organic Chemistry in 1981 from the
University of California, Santa Bar-
bara. He first joined Zoecon Corpora-
tion, Palo Alto, California.  After
working several years at Zoecon he
moved to G.D. Searle, Mt. Prospect,
Illinois, as Senior Research Investiga-
tor.  In 1992 he joined Celgene Corpo-
ration, Warren, New Jersey where he is
now serving as Senior Director of
Chemistry.  Muller has authored sev-
eral technical articles and holds more
than 40 US patents.

The Two Faces of Thalidomide
The emphasis of this presentation will
be on the history of thalidomide, new
uses, some new analogs and their clini-
cal development.

Timothy Barberich, is the Chief
Executive of Sepracor. He served as
President and Chief Executive Officer
from 1984 through 1999. Prior to
founding Sepracor, Mr. Barberich
spent 10 years at Millipore Corpora-

tion. While at Millipore, he held a vari-
ety of marketing, sales, and general
management positions. Prior to Milli-
pore, Mr. Barberich held project man-
agement and research scientist
positions at American Cyanamid Com-
pany. Mr. Barberich serves as Chair-
man of the Board of Sepracor and as a
board member of BioSphere Medical
and Point Therapeutics.

Evolution of the Improved Chemical
Entity (ICE) Strategy

The formation and key milestones of
Sepracor parallel the development of a
novel drug discovery strategy that has
led to an industry wide practice of
commercializing isomers and metabo-
lites of existing drugs.

By complementing the traditional
pathway of medicinal chemistry and
high throughput screening, the ICE
discovery strategy has resulted in
shortened development time-lines,
contained risk assessment, and life-
cycle management programs of major
impact to the pharmaceutical industry.

Camille-Georges Wermuth was Pro-
fessor of Organic Chemistry and Medi-
cinal Chemistry at the Faculty of
Pharmacy, Louis Pasteur University,
Strasbourg, France from 1969 to 2002.
He founded The Prestwick Chemical
Inc. company in 1999 in which he acts
as President and CSO. Professor Wer-
muth’s main research themes focus on
the chemistry and the pharmacology of
pyridazine derivatives. In particular,

Symposium Notes
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Corporate Patrons
AstraZeneca R&D Boston
Genzyme Drug Discovery & Dev.
Strem Chemicals Inc.

Corporate Sponsors
Aerodyne Research Inc.
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories
New England BioLabs, Inc.
Pfizer
Sigma-RBI

Donors
Consulting Resources Corp.
Houghton Chemical Company
Organix Inc.
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the 3-aminopyridazine pharmacophore
allowed him to accede to an impressive
variety of biological activities. Among
them one can cite: antidepressant 
and anticonvulsant molecules;
inhibitors of enzymes such as mono-
amine-oxidases, phosphodiesterases
and acetylcholinesterase; ligands for
neuro-receptors: GABA-A receptor
antagonists, serotonine 5-HT3 receptor
antagonists, dopaminergic and mus-
carinic agonists.

Besides about 300 scientific papers
and about 60 patents, Professor Wer-

muth is co-author or editor of several
books. In particular, the second edition
of his book “The Practice of Medici-
nal Chemistry” was published by
Academic Press in May 2003. The first
edition has been translated into Japan-
ese in 1998 and into Italian in 2000.
Together with Dr P.H. Stahl, he pub-
lished the “Handbook of Pharmaceu-
tical Salts, Properties Selection and
Use” by Wiley-VCH in 2002. Profes-
sor Wermuth has been President of the
Medicinal Chemistry Section of the
International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) from
1988 to 1992 and from January 1998
to January 2000 was President of the

IUPAC Division on Chemistry and
Human Health.

New Leads from Old Drugs: The
SOSA Approach

The SOSA (Selective Optimization of
Side Activities) approach represents a
validated alternative to HTS. It con-
sists of testing “old” drugs on new
pharmaceutical targets. The aim is to
subject to pharmacological screening a
limited number of drug molecules that
are structurally and therapeutically
very diverse and that have known
safety and bioavailability in humans
and thereby shorten the time and the
cost needed for a hit identification. ◆◆

Vendor Fair
September 9, 2004 3-7 PM

at NESACS Medicinal 
Chemistry Symposium

Radisson Hotel, Woburn, MA
15 Middlesex Canal 

Network with over 100 Qualified
Prospects

Cost: $400 per 6 foot table (address
checks and mail to NESACS)

Contact: Marilou Cashman,  
NESACS Office
23 Cottage St. Natick, MA 01760
1-800-872-2054
mcash0953@aol.com ◆◆

Directions
Radisson Hotel, Woburn, MA
15 Middlesex Canal 

From Boston/Cambridge: Points
North:  Take Route I-93 to Route
95/128 West.  After 1 mile, take Exit
35 South to Route 38 (Main Street).
*After about 500 feet at the traffic
light, turn right into Middlesex Canal
Street to the hotel entrance.

From the West: Take Route 95/128
North to Exit 35 South (Route 38 -
Main Street.  Follow * above. ◆◆

Symposium Notes
Continued from page 4

Monthly Meeting
The 853rd Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American
Chemical Society organized by the Medicinal Chemistry
Section of NESACS
Symposium: New Uses for Old Drugs

Thursday - September 9th, 2004

Radisson Hotel,  Woburn, MA, 
15 Middlesex Canal - 

2.30 pm Refreshments

3.30 pm Introductory Remarks
Norton Peet, Aurigene Discovery Technologies, Lexington, MA

3.45 pm The Two Faces of Thalidomide
George Muller, Celgene Corporation, Warren, NJ

4:45 pm Evolution of the Improved Chemical Entity (ICE) Strategy
Timothy Barberich, Sepracor, Marlborough, MA

5.45 pm Social Hour

6.30 pm Dinner

7.45 pm New Leads from Old Drugs: The SOSA Approach
Professor Camille Wermuth, Université Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg,
France

Dinner reservations should be made no later than 12:00 noon on Thursday,
September 2nd. Please call Marilou Cashman at (800) 872-2054 or (508) 653-
6329 or respond by e-mail to mcash0953@aol.com. Reservations not can-
celed at least 24 hours in advance must be paid.  Members, $28.00;
Non-members, $30.00; Retirees, $15.00; Students, $10.00.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Anyone who needs handicapped services/transportation, please call a few days
in advance so that suitable arrangements can be made.
Free Parking on the premises.
Next Meeting: October 14, 2004, Francis Coppa, Esq. “Build me a better
mousetrap! Patents, and what they can do for you.”, Wellesley College
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ACS SHORT COURSE 
Designed to improve the skills and marketability of practicing B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. chemists. 

The NESACS Committee on Continuing Education is pleased to sponsor this new National ACS Two-Day Short Course, 
at a registration fee less than half of that charged at National ACS Meetings. 

 

Analytical Biotechnology - Characterization of Protein Therapeutic Drug Products 
 

This Short Course is designed to familiarize chemists and other life science professionals with the techniques and requirements 
of protein therapeutic analyses. In particular, scientists experienced with traditional small molecule drugs who want to become 

better grounded in the analysis of protein therapeutics will benefit from this course. 
 

DATES and TIME:  Thursday, Oct. 28, 2004;   8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  

      and Friday, Oct. 29, 2004;   8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  

PLACE:  Room 340 Egan Building, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 
KEY TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED: 
 The basics of protein therapeutics; 

Molecular properties of proteins therapeutics which require characterization and/or analysis; 
Fundamental principles and operating parameters of reversed-phase HPLC, capillary electrophoresis and mass spectrometry used 

in the characterization and analysis of protein therapeutics; 
Determination of degradation in protein therapeutics; 
Characterization and measurement of glycosylation; 
Pegylation in protein therapeutics and its effect on protein analysis. 

PROGRAM AGENDA: 

Introduction to Protein Therapeutics 
Review of protein chemistry. 
Protein modifications and degradations: Deamination; Oxidation; Glycosylation; Pegylation. 

Reversed-Phase HPLC and its role in Protein Therapeutic Analysis 
Typical operating conditions; Best column characteristics; Optimum mobile phase conditions; Effects of gradients and 

temperature on peptide separations. 
Protein therapeutic analysis: Use of reversed-phase HPLC in characterization and analysis of protein therapeutics for degradation 

products, disulfide bonds, glycosylation and other modifications. 

Capillary Electrophoresis 
Mobility, migration and electroosmotic flow; Temperature effects; Operating conditions for proteins and peptides. 
Modes of operation: Capillary zone; Isoelectric focus; Replaceable gel capillary electrophoresis. 
Use in analysis of protein therapeutics; Capillary electrophoresis in the analysis of antibody therapeutics. 

The Rapidly Developing Field of Protein and Peptide Analysis by Mass Spectrometry 
Ionization sources such as electrospray and matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALDI); Typical mass analyzers;  
Application of mass spectrometry in the characterization and analysis of proteins, including its role in the analysis of 
glycosation; LC/MS in protein analysis; Optimum operating conditions. 

INSTRUCTOR: David Carr is a consultant and trainer in HPLC, electrophoresis, and mass spectrometry of proteins and peptides. He 
has over thirty years of experience working with the chemical, pharmaceutical, and biotechnological industries. He is the author of 
the popular monograph, The Handbook of Analysis and Purification of Proteins and Peptides by Reversed-Phase HPLC. 

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED – Registration Fees: 
ACS Members if received before Oct. 14…..…… $500.00;  after Oct. 14 ……$595.00 
Non-ACS Members if received  before Oct. 14..… $600.00;  after Oct. 14 ……$695.00 

There will be a limited number of scholarships for unemployed ACS Members on a space-available basis. 

Parking Fee: about $14.00/day     University cafeterias will be available for lunches. 

For further information contact: Prof. Alfred Viola at  (617) 373 2809 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Registration form for Short Course: Analytical Biotech. - Characterization of Protein Therapeutic Drug Products, Oct. 28-29, 2004 
 

Name:  _______________________________________________        Business Affiliation:  ____________________________________ 
 

Mailing   _____________________________________________                        Telephone:  ____________________________________ 
   Address    
(circle:  Home or Work)       __________________________________        E-mail:  ____________________________________ 

                    
Mail with remittance to:     Prof. Alfred Viola, Chair 

Please make checks payable to NESACS   NESACS Committee on Cont. Ed. 
     (Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or   Department of Chemistry 

              purchase orders.)     Northeastern University 
        Boston, MA 02115 
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To Attend the 229th ACS
National Meeting in
San Diego, California, 
March 13 – March 17, 2005
The Northeastern Section of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society (NESACS) will
provide Grants-in Aid of $250 to each
of four undergraduates to attend the
229th ACS National Meeting in San
Diego, California and to present a
paper at the Undergraduate Research
Poster Session in the Division of
Chemical Education.  The institutions
of the successful applicants are
expected to match the award.

Eligibility: Applications will be
accepted from students at colleges and
universities within the Northeastern
Section.  The undergraduate student
must be a chemistry, biochemistry,
chemical engineering, or molecular
biology major in good standing with at
least junior status, and must be cur-

rently engaged in undergraduate
research.
Application: Applications are avail-
able from departmental offices, the
NESACS office or the NESACS Web
site http://www.nesacs.org.  Deadline
for receipt of completed applications
by Professor Ruth Tanner, the Chair of
the Selection Committee, is November
3, 2004.  Completed applications are to
be sent to: Professor Ruth Tanner

University of Massachusetts Lowell
Dept. of Chemistry, Olney Hall
1 University Avenue
Lowell, MA 01854-5047
Phone:  (978) 934-3662
Fax:  (978) 934-3013
e-mail:  Ruth_Tanner@uml.edu

Notification: Applicants will be noti-
fied by e-mail on November 8, 2004.
The deadline for electronic submis-
sion of abstracts to the American
Chemical Society in Washington, D.C.
is November 22, 2004. ◆◆

Grants-in-Aid 
to Undergraduates

Career
Services
Employment
Seminar
Sept. 9, 2004  2:30-4:00 PM

at NESACS Medicinal
Chemistry Symposium and
Vendor Fair

Radisson Hotel, Woburn, MA
15 Middlesex Canal 

Come get new tips/information on:

Resume Preparation
by Mukund Chorghade

Interviewing Skills
by Arlene Wick Light

Globalization Issues and Chemical
Employment by Truman Light

Free service provided by NESACS.◆◆

Pre-Announcement

YCC News
YCC/NESACS–JCF/GDCh
Exchange to Germany
April 3–10, 2005 
The Younger Chemists Committee
(YCC) of the Northeastern Section and
the NESACS Education Committee
will sponsor an exchange of students to
Germany as the guests of the Jung-
chemikerforum (JCF) of the
Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker
(GDCh).  The visit to Berlin will take
place April 3-10, 2005.  Application
forms will be available from depart-
ment chairs and on the YCC
<http://www.nsycc.org> and NESACS
<http://www.nesacs.org/> websites by
October 1; the deadline for the receipt
of applications will be November 1.
More information will appear in the
October issue of The NUCLEUS. ◆◆



The Northeastern Section (NESACS)
invites nominations for its prestigious
Gustavus John Esselen Award for
Chemistry in the Public Interest.  This
award is given annually to a chemical
scientist whose scientific and technical
work has contributed to the public
well-being and has thereby communi-
cated the positive values of the chemi-
cal profession.  The significance of this
work should have become apparent
within the five years preceding nomi-
nation.  The recipient shall be a living
resident of the United States or Canada
at the time of the nomination.

There is no limitation to the field
of chemistry.  The selection committee
focuses on the general public recogni-
tion of the work, as well as its scien-
tific/technical significance. 

The Award consists of a bronze
medal and the sum of $5,000.  Travel
expenses incidental to the conferring
of the award will be reimbursed.  The
award will be presented at the April 14,
2005 meeting of the Section.  The

recipient is expected to deliver an
address related to the work for which
the honor is conferred.

Nominations shall include the
names of two co-sponsors, a biography
of the nominee, a description of the
work which has been recognized as
communicating the positive values of
the chemical profession, along with
copies of pertinent articles and popular
news and feature articles indicative of
public interest. Joint nominations are
acceptable.  Further information is
available at www.nesacs.org. 

Nominations Are Due October 15,
2004.
Award recipients will be notified by
February 1, 2005.

Nominations shall be directed to:  
Dr. Paul Vouros, c/o Karen Piper
19 Mill Rd., Harvard, MA 01451.  

Inquiries may be made to Paul Vouros, 
Tel. (617) 373-2840;  
e-mail: p.vouros@neu.edu
or Karen Piper: Tel. (978) 456-8622◆◆

Nominations
Gustavus John Esselen Award for Chemistry in the Public Interest
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Board of
Directors
Notes of Meeting of April 25,
2004
Officers’ Reports
Chair: The Chairman of Northeastern
University’s Chemistry Department
informed the Chair that the Norris
Room at Hurtig Hall has been re-estab-
lished and is now in a new and larger
renovated space.  A letter of thanks
will be sent to Dr. Jones by the Chair.
The chair thanked Al Viola and J. Nue-
meyer for all their efforts in re-estab-
lishing this space.  The letter will be
given to the Archivists and copy filed
with the Annual Report.

The Chair announced that David
Howell is in a nursing home in Need-
ham due to illness.  The Chair sent
flowers in the name of the Section.
Archivist:  M. Simon
Another filing cabinet has been pur-
chased and placed in the archives at
Regis College.
Councilors: Morton Hoffman reported
on ACS discussion of electronic ballots
and how local sections will adapt to
this in the future.  The Chair also men-
tioned the ACS electronic communica-
tion workshop, in particular electronic
distribution of materials to members in
light of new ‘spam” laws. Other things
to consider are electronic Newsletter.
Electronic communication will be a
topic for discussion at the Long Range
Planning meeting.

Committees:
Local Arrangements:  M. Burgess
March meeting, Richards Medal at the
Harvard Club, was well attended.  We
had 90 people for the dinner.  This
month will also be at the Harvard Club
and we expect 100 people to attend.

continued on page 20
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Awards Meeting at Northeastern University

Forty-Sixth Annual Avery A. Ashdown
High School Chemistry Contest

STUDENT SCHOOL TEACHER/ADVISOR

The Simmons College Award
First Place
Clara Blättler Brookline H.S. Reen Gibb

Second Place
Tzyy-Nong Liou Brookline H.S. Reen Gibb

Third Place
T. Y. Albert Chen Lexington H.S. Judith Scott

Fourth Place
Sunny Lou Wayland H.S. Jay Chandler

Fifth Place
Joshua Kaitz Framingham H.S.
Ronee Krashes Matthew Corcoran

Sixth Place
Song Wang Acton-Boxborough H.S. Carol M. Murphree

Seventh Place (Tie)
Andrew Shu          Andover H.S. Leo LaFond
Vladimir N. Mirkin Brookline H.S. Reen Gibb

Honorable Mention – First Year
Elizabeth R. Jerison Belmont H.S. Kathleen McGrane
Michael W. Kaye Wayland H.S. Jay Chandler
Alexander D. Kazberouk Acton-Boxborough H.S. Catherine Capone
Lynette Lee Phillips Academy Kevin Cardozo
Brian Liu Phillips Academy Paul Cernota
Ivan Tan Lexington H.S.     Judith Scott

Honorable Mention – Second Year
James Boumil Phillips Academy Temba Maqubela
Eric Frackleton Framingham H.S. Ronee Krashes

Matthew Corcoran
Dan Fromson Phillips Academy Temba Maqubela
Chris Gentile Masconomet H.S. Carol Lund
Jeffrey Grover Framingham H.S. Ronee Krashes

Matthew Corcoran
Adam E. Sandel Brookline H.S. Reen Gibb
Jarrod Shaheen Masconomet H.S. Carol Lund
Caroleen J. Verly Wayland H.S. Jay Chandler
Joshua M. Weiner Andover H.S. Leo LaFond
Kathleen T. Xie Belmont H.S. Kathleen McGrane

The Phillip L. Levins Memorial Prize
Kai Zhang UMass Dartmouth Prof. Yuegang Zuo

2004 Undergraduate Research Scholars
James Flack Norris & Theodore William Richards
Scholars
Boston College
Christopher D. Gilmore Prof. Scott J. Miller, Advisor
The Synthesis of 4(R)-Hydroxy-L-Proline-Glycine Alkene Isosteres

Harvard University
Yehuda Edo Paz Prof. Gregory Verdine, Advisor
Determination of the Structural Basis for HIV-1 integrase 

Substrate Recognition

Stonehill College
Cara B. Patten Prof. Craig A. Almeida, Advisor
The Effect of mut-2 on Recombination Frequency in Caenorhabditits elegans

University of Massachusetts, Lowell
Sarah J. Fischer Prof. Edwin Jahngen, Advisor
The Scope and Limitations of the Reaction of Potassium Hydride with Thiones

NESACS Undergraduate Grants-In-Aid
Boston College
Pasha Mirazimi Prof. Udayan Mohanty, Advisor

Boston University
Elisa Miller Prof. Amy Mullin, Advisor

Bridgewater State College
Karen DiBalsi Prof. Edward J. Brush, Advisor
Travis R. Pribusauskas Prof. Steven C. Haefner

Harvard University
Rozalina Grubina Prof. David R. Liu, Advisor

Merrimack College
Claudia Moura Prof. Anthony L. Fernandez

Stonehill College
Renato Bauer Prof. Louis Liotta
Shaina Byrne Prof. Leon Tilley
Kristin Felice Prof. Marilena Hall

Dr. Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Book Award
Elisa Miller Boston University Prof. Amy Mullin, Advisor

Project SEED
Students
Jie Wen Fang 
Ting Fen Zeng

Mentors
Northeastern University
Dr. Patricia A. Mabrouk and Dr. Mary Jo Ondrechen

Stonehill College 
Dr. Cheryl Schnitzer

The Theodore William Richards Award 
for Excellence in Teaching

Valerie J. Lechtanski Hopkinton High School, MA
Gary Liptak Laconia High School, NH

Aula Laudis Society
W. Cary Kilner Somerset H.S., NH
John Mauch Braintree H.S., MA
Marianne McChesney Newton North H.S., MA
Coretta Tam Newton Country Day School, MA

Photos from Award Night on page 16

Education Night, May 13, 2004
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CONNECTIONS TO CHEMISTRY 2004

Numerous resources for High School Chemistry Teachers are available from the American Chemical Society.  The
Education Committee of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS) invites high school
chemistry teachers to Burlington High School (Burlington, MA) on Wednesday, October 13th, 3:30 – 8:00 PM.
This program will help connect high school teachers with the ACS resources that will help students with their
questions and their learning of chemistry.  The workshops that will highlight these resources are:

• Turn Them into Writers with Carolyn Collins Petersen, Science Writer and VP of Loch Ness Productions.
Writing about current science topics is one of the chemistry frameworks requirements. Using the techniques of a
science writer, develop student writing skills and their appreciation of the place of chemistry in society by using
news stories and press releases for written reports. (Workshop A)

• The Real CSI Lab with Colleen Barry, Forensic Chemist, Massachusetts State Police Crime Laboratory.  Devise
an applied chemistry approach through incorporating forensics into the chemistry curriculum. Try your hand at
forensic techniques.  Solve the crime!  (Workshop B)

• Cows Eat Grass; People Eat Pasta with Edwin Jahngen, Biochemist, Department of Chemistry, UMass Lowell.
The theme of this year's National Chemistry Week is Health and Wellness. Carbohydrates (sugars) provide energy
to all living systems and are necessary for health.  There are low-carb diets, but not no-carb diets. Experiments to
demonstrate and measure energy production (or lack thereof) will be done using sugars (carbohydrates) and sugar
substitutes. (Workshop C)

• Bonding and Molecular Graphics with Frank Gorga, Department of Chemical Sciences, Bridgewater State
College.  Explore modeling software tools available on the web that enable your students to visualize
bonding in inorganic and organic molecules, atomic and molecular interactions, and 3-dimensional
properties of chemical and biological systems. (A two session computer workshop – Workshop D)

Program
 3:30 – 4:00 Registration and Refreshments
 4:00 – 4:25 Welcome and Overview
 4:30 – 6:10 Three Simultaneous 45 Minute Workshops Presented in Each Session:

Session I:   4:30 – 5:15
Session II:  5:25 – 6:10
    Workshop A:    Turn Them into Writers
    Workshop B:   The Real CSI Lab
    Workshop C:   Cows Eat Grass; People Eat Pasta
 One 90 minute Workshop: 4:30 – 6:10
Sessions I and II:  4:30 – 6:10
    Workshop D:  Bonding and Molecular Graphics

6:15 – 8:00 Dinner and Address
Address: Vampires, Rockets and the Hot Zone-Confronting Emerging Infectious Diseases
Mark Klempner, M.D., Director of the National Biocontainment Laboratories (National Center for
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Biodefense) and Associate Provost of Research at Boston
University’s Medical Campus

• A certificate for three hours of Professional Development, and a one-year subscription to ChemMatters will be
given to all workshop participants.

• For additional information, contact Dr. Ruth Tanner, Chair, Education Committee, NESACS: 978/934-3662 or
Ruth_Tanner@uml.edu

• The deadline for registration is Friday, October 8th.  The registration fee is $15.00 and is non-refundable
after October 8th.  Workshop and program-related materials, dinner, and a subscription to ChemMatters will be
provided to all workshop participants.

•  The registration form can be obtained from the NESACS Web site <http://www.nesacs.org> under
Connections to Chemistry 2004.
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Edward Redmond Atkinson, 92, a
member of the Northeastern Section
since 1933 and its chairman in 1956,
died on June 25, 2004 from neck can-
cer first diagnosed in 1991. He was a
native of the Codman Square section
of Boston. His early education was in
the public schools of Boston, Atlanta
and suburban Pittsburgh. He received
his B.S. degree at MIT in 1933 and the
Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry in 1936
under the direction of Ernest H.
Huntress. With a notable assist from
James F. Norris he obtained employ-
ment as an instructor at Trinity College
in Hartford. In 1938 he joined the
chemistry faculty at the University of
New Hampshire in Durham and
remained there until 1951. He was then
employed in polymer research at the
Dewey and Almy Chemical Co. (later
W. R. Grace & Co.). In 1957 he moved
across Route 2 to join the technical
staff at Arthur D. Little, Inc. and
remained there until retirement in
1977. During the 1951-1963 period he
taught advanced organic chemistry in
the evening graduate division of
Northeastern University and was at
various times a consultant to the Mon-
santo Co. and to Arthur D. Little, Inc.

During his professional career
Atkinson’s fields of expertise included

aromatic diazo compounds, polymer
chemistry, antiradiation drugs, anti-
malarials, compounds affecting the
central nervous system, qualitative and
quantitative organic analysis, chemical
literature, and the history of chemistry.
His last major project at A. D. Little
was as editor of the basic volume for
the Chemical Hazards Response Infor-
mation System (CHRIS) of the U. S.
Coast Guard. In the volume there is
recorded about 80 physical and chemi-
cal properties for 900 compounds con-
sidered to be hazardous to animal and
vegetable life. His work in all these
fields was published in about 100
papers, most of which were in the peri-
odicals of the ACS. Many were as co-
author with very competent associates.

Atkinson’s interest in historical
matters continued until his death in a
series of “Historical Notes” begun in
1975, in The NUCLEUS. Collective
indexes for the first 20 years were pub-
lished in Vol. 74, No.1, p.8 (1995).
Many of the Notes describe experi-
ences during his 40 years of profes-
sional life.

Atkinson was active in the affairs
of the ACS. In addition to serving as
chairman of the Northeastern Section
he represented the Section as a mem-
ber of the ACS Council for about 20
years. He was a member of the Coun-
cil’s Publication Committee for 8 years
and its chairman for two years. He
took considerable pleasure in his suc-
cess in persuading Henry A. Hill, then
a fellow employee at Dewey and
Almy, to become active in ACS affairs.
Henry ultimately became president of
our Society. The Section established
the Henry A. Hill Award for service to
the Section and to the profession of
chemistry. Atkinson was its recipient in
1981. He was a member of several pro-
fessional organizations including
Alpha Zeta of Alpha Chi Sigma and
the Ouroboros Club of New England.
In 1941 as a major in the reserve corps
of the U. S. Army’s Chemical Warfare
Service he was persuaded to remain at
the University of New Hampshire to

teach Army groups and students
deferred from military service because
of the importance of chemistry in the
war effort.

Beginning with the publication of
Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring” Atkin-
son was saddened by the subsequent
development of the anti-chemical out-
burst from so-called environmental
experts, many of whom lacked training
in elementary chemistry and logic. The
failure to distinguish between accuracy
and precision was characteristic. He
leaves a collection of printed material
in the defense of chemistry, some of
which was published by members of
the Northeastern Section.

In addition to the history of chem-
istry as a hobby Atkinson has been a
member of the Concord Chorus since
1973 (first bass, second bass, short-
stop). He and his wife Lorraine were
members of community choruses in
several western Boston suburbs and
the Amherst region. He had attended
concerts of the Boston Symphony
since 1932 and was able to contribute
archival material to the celebration of
the Symphony Hall centennial.

Atkinson’s separation from politi-
cal activity in the Northeastern Section
took place in 1974 just three years
before his retirement to Amherst. At
that time the Section’s participation in
the infamous Alan Nixon “revolution”
in the ACS led to a climate that was
incompatible with his past experience.
In retirement he watched with satisfac-
tion the gradual restoration of some
(but not all) of the more desirable fea-
tures of Section governance.

Atkinson was the husband of
Helen Stevenson of North Easton who
died in 1943 and of Lorraine Critten-
don of Springfield who died in 1991.
He is survived by daughters Kathleen
of Marblehead and Carol Murray of
Nantucket.

* The obituary was submitted by
Edward R. Atkinson as his last “His-
torical Notes”. ◆◆

Edward R. Atkinson* (1912-2004)
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Three members of NESACS were
privileged to attend the highly success-
ful conference, “Frontiers of Chemical
Science: Research and Education in
the Middle East,” which was held on
the island republic of Malta in the
Mediterranean on December 6-11,
2003.  Dudley Herschbach (Harvard
University) gave a plenary lecture on
chemical education and research (“The
Impossible Takes a Little Longer”) ,
Chuck Kolb (Aerodyne Research) pre-
sented a special invited lecture on
environmental issues (“Regional Air
Quality and Climate Change: New
Insights and Research Tools”), and
Morton Hoffman, who served on the
Organizing Committee of the confer-
ence, made a poster presentation
(“Chemistry Education in the United
States”).  The conference involved a
total of 57 scientists from 15 nations,
including 35 chemists and chemical
engineers from 10 countries in the
Middle East: Egypt, Iran, Israel, Jor-
dan, Palestinian Authority, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Turkey, United Arab Emi-
rates, and Saudi Arabia.  Malta was
chosen as the site of the conference
because of its accessibility to the Mid-
dle East and other parts of the world,
and its secure location.

The conference was co-sponsored
by ACS, IUPAC, and the Royal Soci-
ety of Chemistry (UK); it developed
from initial discussions within the ACS
Subcommittee on Scientific Freedom
and Human Rights, chaired by Zafra
Lerman (Columbia College Chicago;
recipient of the 2002 Norris Award
from NESACS), of the International
Activities Committee, chaired by Bill
Carroll (Occidental Chemicals; 2004
ACS President-elect and February
2004 NESACS speaker).  The purpose
of the conference was to foster relation-
ships among chemical scientists from
countries in a troubled part of the world
who otherwise might not have the
opportunity to interact with one another

due to the lack of diplomatic relations
or a state of war between their coun-
tries.  The hope was that collaborations
in science and education would help to
build bridges across political and ideo-
logical boundaries, and lead to an
eventual improvement in the standards
of living, and perhaps even peace,
among the residents of the region.

The conference featured plenary
lectures by six Nobel Laureates.  In
addition to the talk by Herschbach, lec-
tures were given by Claude Cohen-
Tannoudji (Paris, France), Roald
Hoffmann (Cornell University), Yuan
Lee (Taiwan), Jean-Marie Lehn (Stras-
bourg, France), and Rudolph Marcus
(Cal Tech).  Special lectures were
given by Kolb, Peter Atkins (Univer-
sity of Oxford) and Herman Winick
(Stanford University).  Working groups
with open, rotating membership dis-
cussed the applications of the chemical
sciences in the Middle East: cultural
heritage and the preservation of antiq-
uities, materials and polymer science,
environment, science education,
medicinal and natural products, tech-
nology transfer, and the SESAME syn-
chrotron facility that is under
development in Jordan.  More than 30
posters were presented, covering topics
such as solar energy conversion, water
resources, chemical education, and

nano- and biotechnology.  Time was
provided in the program for the partici-
pants, many of whom were members
or presidents of their national acade-
mies of science and/or national chemi-
cal societies, to have meals together
and socialize in an non-confrontational
atmosphere.

The working groups produced a
set of recommendations that will serve
as the basis for future action.  Govern-
ments, private companies, and interna-
tional funding agencies will be
encouraged to develop and support
collaborative research agreements
among the countries in the region.
Databases and websites in at least four
Middle Eastern languages will be
established to facilitate communication
among research scientists and educa-
tors.  Chemical business incubator pro-
grams are destined to be created at
Middle Eastern universities in order to
develop venture capital for innovative
ideas for new products and services.

There were a number of immedi-
ate outcomes to the conference.  Scien-
tists from Israel and the Palestinian
Authority met to plan collaborative
research on water quality, which
resulted in a proposal that was submit-
ted to an international granting agency.
The president of Technion University

Research and Education 
in The Middle East
Morton Z. Hoffman, Boston University

continued on page 13

Chuck Kolb, Dudley Herschbach, Morton Hoffman 
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Reprinted from “American Scientist,
2004, 92(1) 23-26  

Everything in oxygen chemistry
seemed more or less in place: Up there,
in the stratosphere, there were oxygen
atoms, O2 molecules and ozone O3, as

well as ions derived from these and a
bit of active OH, all in a dance of cre-
ation and destruction.

Meanwhile, within our bodies,
normal O2 served us well. There was
even a place, under enzyme supervi-
sion, for the somewhat nasty relatives
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2 and its
deprotonated form, O2

-2) and superox-
ide (O2- and its protonated alter ego,
HOO•), whose chemistry may generate
the harmful hydroxyl radical •OH. Of
course, there’s also water everywhere.
And here and there singlet dioxygen, a
more reactive and excited state of nor-
mal diatomic oxygen.

A nice, neatly compartmentalized
world: ozone for atmospheric chemists,
but not biologists, who had plenty of
more complicated molecules to worry
about.

So they thought.
This complacent state has now

changed—dramatically so—with a
series of remarkable discoveries. There

is new evidence for the occurrence of
ozone in living cells. Hydrogen perox-
ide is being made by molecules
thought incapable of doing so. Even a
metastable laboratory curiosity, the
unusual HOOOH molecule (which
sounds like a holler; call it dihydrogen-
trioxide), may be in living systems.
Meanwhile, we are still puzzling out
the state of oxygen in high-temperature
superconductors. And the menagerie of
alternative forms of elemental oxygen
continues to expand—there are strong
theoretical arguments for the existence
of a cyclic ozone isomer, and there
may even be ways of stabilizing it.

A Diradical
Oxygen is the most abundanFt element
in the crust of the Earth. It is mostly
tied up in carbonates and phosphates,
and in a wider range of silicates, from
clays to zeolites to quartz.

Under ambient conditions,

The Story of O
By Roald Hoffmann
Frank H. T. Rhodes Professor of Humane Letters,  
Baker Laboratories, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-1301.

Continued on page 14

in Israel offered three scholarships for
students in the Middle East to study at
that institution.  Yuan Lee offered three
fellowships for Middle Eastern scien-
tists to perform research at the synchro-
tron light source in Taiwan in order to
gain advanced training for work at
SESAME.

At the end of the conference, many
participants stated outright that it was
successful beyond all expectations.  The
understandable tension and uncertainty
at the opening reception quickly
evolved into respect and incipient
camaraderie; by the end, the atmos-
phere had become that of a summer
camp with the trading of business cards,
promises to keep in touch, and expres-
sions of friendship.  Candid discussions
about the political climate in the Middle
East were tempered with the knowledge
that cooler and more rational heads had
better prevail before the situation were
to get further out-of-hand.  All
acknowledged that the common bonds
of science and education would be the
keys to the future.

All the participants strongly rec-
ommended that a second conference
should be held.  Indeed, plans are
underway for the next meeting in Malta
in November 2005.  The organizers are
hopeful that the situation in Iraq will
have stabilized sufficiently for repre-
sentatives from that country to attend.

For more details about the confer-
ence, see the articles that have been
published in Chemical & Engineering
News (December 15, 2003, p. 10; Janu-
ary 12, 2004, p. 36) and Chemistry
International (May-June 2004, p. 7). ◆◆

Middle East Research
Continued from page 12
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diatomic oxygen is the stable form of
the element. O2 is a strange molecule,
for all its ubiquity. Its problem (no, our
problem as we try to think about it) is
that oxygen’s two least strongly held
electrons, responsible for most of its
chemistry, have available to them two
orbitals. One electron goes into each
orbital, so the ground state of O2 has
two unpaired electrons.

From here on I will refer to this
ground state simply as O2. The first
excited state of O2, usually simply
called singlet oxygen or 1O2, lies 95
kilojoules per mole above the ground
state. Singlet oxygen is an energetic,
still more reactive form of oxygen that
is relatively easy to make, either chem-
ically or with light.

Normal ground state O2 is not an
inert molecule. A single unpaired elec-
tron on oxygen (as in •OH) or on an
organic fragment (as in methyl, •CH3)
makes such a “radical” very reactive.
Radicals rip hydrogens from previ-
ously stable molecules; they also start
polymerization chains. With its two

unpaired electrons, O2 is a “diradical.”
It enters many organic and inorganic
reactions—as we’ll soon see, this
changed the course of evolution.

But compared to other diradicals,
O2 is surprisingly unreactive. “Other-
wise California would be burning per-
manently and not just from time to
time all the time,” as a La Jolla-based
colleague remarked in the midst of the
recent fires. Many organic molecules
have large barriers to reaction with O2.
The reasons for O2’s attenuated reac-
tivity are still being debated, but there
is no ambiguity about the destructive
nature of singlet oxygen and the 
•OH and •OOH radicals, or of the
metastable allotrope of oxygen, ozone.
These attack, with alacrity, nearly any-
thing organic.

A Subversive Element
Diatomic O2 apparently was not abun-
dant early on in the history of the Earth,
based in part on the age of oxidized
iron deposits. So life, evolving as it did
to utilize oxygen atoms in almost every
molecule of consequence, got those
atoms from carbon dioxide and car-
bonates. But the energy—and the elec-
tron donors and acceptors needed to

run reduction-oxidation chemistry—
came from elsewhere, likely first from
reactions in the absence of light, such
as H2 reacting with CO2. Later, with
light but still without free O2, the
energy and electron sources may have
been bacterial photosynthesis,
described by the schematic equation

light
2H2X + CO2 →  [CH2O] + 2X + H2O

About two billion years ago, oxy-
gen-releasing photosynthesis spread
widely among biota, introducing vast
amounts of O2 into the atmosphere.
One might look at the 2X in the
generic equation above as just a waste
product. But nature is opportunistic.
The leavings of one organism, even if
dangerous, provide food for another.
Or (for 2X= O2) a breathable gas.

Yes, oxygen drove many of the
early prokaryotes into anoxic niches,
where they survive perfectly well to
this day. Other survivors, prokaryotic
and eukaryotic, evolved O2 detoxifica-
tion strategies. These schemes included
enzymes such as superoxide dismu-
tase, classes of molecules such as
luciferins, and some isoprenoids. With
these and other molecular constables,
aerobic organisms created an intracel-
lular balance (perhaps upset as we
age): Some oxygen-containing radicals
were kept dangerous, even as aerobes
evolved the biochemistry to control
them. And organisms did evolve to use
O2. What was waste, now nourished.
Yet oxygen does more than fuel cellular
fires. The immune system is actively
involved in making killing forms of
oxygen, such as peroxide and ozone.

Burning Water
Part of the immune system is adaptive,
an assortment of receptors that cover
the surface of white blood cells. Some
of these receptors are antibodies,
which recognize and bind to
pathogens. To actually destroy them, to
disrupt bacterial membranes or initiate
ingestion, immunologists thought that
antibodies had to signal other parts of
the system. In the past three years,
Scripps Research Institute chemists
and biochemists have dramatically
revised this picture. Richard Lerner,
Albert Eschenmoser and Paul Went-

Story of O
Continued from page 13
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worth, Jr., collaborating with several
groups, first discovered that all anti-
bodies could produce hydrogen perox-
ide. More recently, they have found
that antibodies appear to catalyze the
generation of ozone! The overall reac-
tion (unbalanced, and obscuring many
intermediate steps) is

H2O + 1O2 → H2O3 → O3 + H2O2 + O2

This reaction includes many of oxy-
gen’s protean molecular manifesta-
tions: Aside from the familiar water,
hydrogen peroxide, excited singlet and
normal ground state oxygen, it con-
tains the unusual HOOOH molecule.
Dihydrogen-trioxide was proposed
more than 60 years ago, but direct
proof for its existence has trickled in
over the last 30 years. There is also a
possible role for the HOOO• radical,
not shown in the equation, which in
turn may be a masked •OH. All are re-
active molecules, as shown by their
short half-lives in water: around 1
minute for ozone, 20 milliseconds for
HOOOH and 1 microsecond for 1O2 . 

The narrative of discovery that
details the unraveling dogma is fasci-
nating. Initial observations of H2O2
production in the presence of anti-
bodies were startling enough. But as
the Scripps group thought about what
they saw, so much H2O2 was being
produced that it became an enigma
where all the electrons come from. The
problem was resolved when the
researchers realized that two molecules
of singlet oxygen could react with
water to give HOOOH, which could
then go on to form ozone and hydro-
gen peroxide. A simple experiment ran
the process in 18O-labeled water and
showed that the label wound up in the
H2O2; this result immediately sup-
ported the hypothesis. Albert Eschen-
moser says: “The situation is
reminiscent of photosynthesis when it
started to use water as an electron

donor and then began to poison the en-
vironment. It is “burning water,” in one
case by excitation of a cofactor by
light, and in the other case by singlet
oxygen mediated by an antibody.”

And where does the singlet oxy-
gen, the energy source, come from?
Certain white blood cells produce it
when stimulated by infection, in the
tight economy of the cell (Lavoisier,
the banker, would have loved this),
everything is utilized. 

Recent work from the same imagi-
native collective has shown that ather-
osclerotic plaques also generate ozone.
That ozone attacks cholesterol and the
consequent oxidation products are all-
around bad actors, implicated in cyto-
toxicity and mutagenesis. 

This seemingly unorthodox chem-
istry has been with us (albeit unknow-
ingly) for years. There is an old, potent
oxidation system used to cleanse
industrial quantities of soil and water
contaminated with PCBs and worse,
the peroxone process. In it, the samples
are treated with a synergistic mixture
of O3 and H2O2 . In another cross-dis-
ciplinary study, the Scripps group, in
collaboration with theoretician William
A. Goddard, III, at California Institute
of Technology, has shown that the per-
oxone process involves the same H2O3
molecule.

The Ring:
So now we have oxygen chemistry in
the atmosphere, in the cell, in a decont-
amination process. But have we
exhausted all of oxygen’s secrets?

For a few intriguing small mole-
cules you can draw a perfectly good
Lewis structure. But they don’t exist.
Beginning chemistry students, nicely
unsullied by the burden of knowing the
answer, often give us one—ask them
for a Lewis structure of ozone, O3, and
they are as likely to write down the
cyclic molecule in Figure 3a as the

known form in Figure 3b, for which
one has to draw two resonance struc-
tures. So what’s wrong with the ring in
Figure 3ab Or four-, or five-, or six-
membered cyclic variants? The usual
explanation is that the rings have too
many unshared electron pairs close to
one another—note the 12 dots, sym-
bolizing electrons, in Figure 3a.

Now the situation grows interest-
ing. A theoretical analysis shows that
the interconversion of the normal bent
form (the O-O-O angle in ozone is 117
degrees) and the cyclic form of O3 is
what R. B. Woodward and I called a
forbidden reaction. Which means that
just the breaking of what one might
have thought to be a single weak bond
should have a substantial energy bar-
rier. So there may yet be hope for sta-
ble cyclic O3. 

Indeed, the best calculations today
confirm the metastability of this ring.
Cyclic ozone lies about 130 kilojoules
per mole above normal O3 but has a
barrier of no less than 95 kilojoules per
mole preventing conversion to the
open form. There is an even bigger
barrier to falling apart to O2 +O.

Sulfur is like oxygen, in some of
its chemistry. So what happens for the
sulfur analogues of ozone? SO2 forms
a three-sided ring that is at much higher
energy (computed at about 400 kilo-
joules per mole) than the open structure
(the geometries resemble those of
ozone in Figures 3a and 3b). Neverthe-
less, cyclic SO2 also has a relatively
large barrier to breaking a bond and
opening up an angle—84 kilojoules per
mole. S or O, there is no escape from
the constraints quantum mechanics
puts on reaction harriers. In S3 the ring
is calculated to lie only 33 kilojoules
per mole above the open form, again
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with a substantial barrier to opening. 
Cyclic O3 or S3, has not been

detected. Should one give up on them?
By no means. One of the beauties of
organometallic chemistry is that an
appropriately chosen MLn fragment
(M=transition metal, L=ligand) can
bind to and stabilize a molecule that,
by itself, is unstable. So ... to find the
elusive cyclic ozone, one could try to
make a molecule such as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Beate Flemmig, Shen-shu Sung
and I are trying to predict what ligands
on a metal (tungsten looks best) might
be able to do this.

Actually, there has been one obser-
vation of cyclic ozone on an annealed
magnesium-oxide surface. The tech-
nique used to image the molecules,
transmission electron diffraction,
showed O3 rings that appeared to be
centered over underlying Mg ions.

Incidentally, the solid state is a
fine place to look for oxygen in other
weird forms. A mystery remains (one
of many) about the chemical nature of
oxygen in the cuprate superconductors.
Oxygen doping is necessary for high-
temperature superconductivity (high
Tc) in systems such as La2CuO4. Dur-
ing the synthesis of this composite, the
oxygen enters as O2, but it surely does
not reach its equilibrium positions in
the lattice in this form. To get at the
problem in another way— all the signs
are that the holes (missing electrons) in
high Tccuprates are partially on Cu2+,
partially on (formal) O2-. But a hole, or
one electron less, on O2- makes it O-.
And this radical (here they are again!)
will not sit still in the lattice. Large or
small motions of the oxygens, static or
dynamic formation of O2

1-, O2
2-, O2

3- or
even a bigger aggregate-what will it be?

Crazy Like a Fox  
Would it surprise me to see cyclic
ozone, or an as-yet unknown, meta-
stable, oxygen-containing radical in a
biological system? Two years ago I
would have said, “You’re crazy.” After
the beautiful and exciting Scripps work
of the past two years, I’d rather leave
the final word to Marie Anne Pierrette
Paulze Lavoisier, who in a recent play

about the element, puts it simply:
“Imagine!”
Acknowledgments: Thanks to Beate
Flemmig for her help with some re-
search on this article, Richard Lerner
and Albert Eschenmoser for telling inc
of their work, and Lynn Margulis for
enlarging my knowledge of microbial
chemistry.
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� Pharmaceutical Intermediates

� Medicinal Chemistry Support

� Biotechnology Specialty Reagents

� Solid Support Reactions

� Process Validation

� Gram to Multi-Kilogram Synthesis

PolyOrg  Inc.
10 Powers Street,    Leominster,   MA   01453

Phone: 978-466-7978              1-866-PolyOrg
Fax:  978-466-8084       info@polyorginc.com

www.polyorginc.com

SERVICESSERVICESSERVICES

ISO 9001

Certified

                      Japanese  translations  of  scientific
                      articles and patents by fully bilingual
Japanese-American PhD. Over 20 years exper-
ience. English-Japanese translations available.

R.N. Arison
88 Century Lane,  Watchung, NJ   07069-6008

908-757-6812      ritsuarison@earthlink.net  

B U S I N E S S  D I R E C T O R Y

Designed for polymer chemists, lab
managers or technicians working in the
field of Polymer Characterization who

need to characterize the molecular weight
distribution of polymers, Waters Alliance®

GPC 2000 Series Systems with Empower™

Software achieve levels of dependability,
reproducibility and accuracy unlike any

GPC instrument before. 

Visit www.waters.com 
or call 1-800-252-4752 

to learn more about Waters solutions 
for polymer labs like yours. 

Analyzing
Polymers in
Your Lab?



LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

Bought  �  Sold  �  Exchanged
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL

FUME  HOODS
12' Fisher Hamilton Walk-in type chemical fume
hood with utility fixtures, frame for mounting 

apparatus and sliding glass doors
MANY OTHER OPTIONS IN STOCK

American Instrument Exchange, Inc.
1023 Western Ave.,  Haverhill,  MA 01832
TEL: 978-521-2221   FAX:978-521-8822

www.americaninstrument.com
E-Mail:  info@americaninstrument.com
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SERVICESSERVICES

B U S I N E S S  D I R E C T O R Y

SERVICES

� Contract research and 
development

� Custom synthesis

Short and long term projects

Fax:        (781) 933.6695
Email:     organix@organixinc.com

For Excellence in Organic Chemistry

(milligram to kilogram) in all areas
of organic and medicinal chemistry

240 Salem Street
Woburn,  MA  01801
Phone:  (781) 932.4142

www.organixinc.com

Cytokine Bioassay Services
   � Recombinant Cytokines  
               � Monoclonal Antibodies
                     �

 
Outsourcing Services

SBH Sciences, Inc.  Dr. Raphael Nir, General Director
mir@sbhsciences.com   508-650-6200 , x14
             www.sbhsciences.com

24 HR MASS SPEC SERVICES 

ESI, APCI, MALDI-TOF, LC/MS 

Mass Driven HPLC Purification  

HT Labs 
WWW.HT-LABS.COM

 

TEL: 858-677-9432 
FAX: 858-677-0240 
info@ht-labs.com 

Phone 978-356-7133      Fax 978-356-7449

Email Frontrun@Sprynet.com
www.FrontRunOrg.com

High Purity, Scalable Solutions  
 

to Challenging Organic Synthesis 
 

Starting Materials      to    Pre-clinical      

Single to  Multi-Step          mg to Kgm  

 98% min. purity 

WHEN QUALITY MATTERS 

Custom Synthesis & Process Chemistry 

Front Run OrganX,inc. 
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CAREER OPPSCAREER OPPS

B U S I N E S S  D I R E C T O R Y

SERVICES

         FOR  SALE
PROTECT

Your Expensive Lab Work With Research 
and Development Record Books

STOCK RECORD BOOKS
B50D ---- Fifty pages and fifty duplicates

                1/4 inch sqs. on right pages

B100P --- 100 - 1/4 inch sqs. on right pages

                 100 - 10 sqs. per inch on left pages.

B200P --- 208  1/4 inch sqs. on right and left pages

B200PH - 208  horizontally lined right and left pages.
Books have instruction and TOC's.  Page size 11 x 8 1/2.
Hard extension brown cloth covers.  Pages open flat.

$14.50 EACH,  FOB  Chicago
CUSTOM MADE BOOKS TO ORDER

Scientific Bindery Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 377,   Highland Park,   IL  60035-6377

Phone: 773-267-1129      Fax: 773-267-1218
www.scientificbindery88yrs.com

CONTACT
PATRICK GORDON

781-932-0169
email--pgordon@quixnet.net

ASSISTANT EDITOR

THE NUCLEUS

Duties include receiving 
articles, arranging the 
layout of each issue, in-
teracting with editors and 
officers of the Section.

Good writing style, an eye 
for details and facilities for 
word processing are 
required.

Training provided
Come join our team

Index of Advertisers
Advanced Synthesis .......................17
Am. Instrument Exchange..............18
Chemir Analytical Services............17
Chemo Dynamics .............................4
Desert Analytics Laboratory ..........18
DuPont Analytical Solutions ..........19
Eastern Analytical Symposium ........2
Eastern Scientific Co......................14
Front Run Organx ..........................18
Gateway Chemical Technology .....13
HT Laboratories, Inc. .....................18
Huffman Laboratories, Inc. ............18
Impact Analytical, Div. of M.M.I...17
J. S. T..............................................17
Kopella Analytical Services ...........18
Mass-Vac, Inc. ..................................8
Micron Inc......................................17
NuMega Resonance Labs...............17
Organix, Inc....................................18
Organomed Corporation.................17
PolyOrg Inc. ...................................17
Prime Organics...............................18
Quantitative Technologies, Inc.......19
Robertson Microlit Labs. .................7
SBH Sciences, Inc..........................18
Schwarzkopf Microanalytical ........18
Scientific Bindery ..........................19
Spectral Data Services, Inc. ...........18
SPEX CertiPrep..............................17
Tyger Scientific, Inc .......................18
Waters Corporation ........................17
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Chemical Education:  R. Tanner
Nine undergraduate students attended
the ACS meeting in Anaheim; two of
those students will be speakers at the
NESACS Research Conference at B.U.
in April

Summer scholarship applications
are in.  About thirty have been received
to date
Membership:  M. Chen
114 New Member Welcome Letters
were sent on March 20, 2004
To date, there are six new members
expected at tonight’s dinner.
Career Services:  M. Chorghade
Numerous Career Services workshops
were conducted at the ACS meeting in
Anaheim.  I was fortunate in having
had an opportunity to chair a special
session on “Nanotechnology” organ-
ized by the ACS Department of Career
Services as a Presidential event.  Addi-
tional sessions on this and Biotechnol-
ogy are being planned at the Fall
meeting in Philadelphia.
Continuing Education:  A. Viola
The ACS Short Course, “Experimental
Design for Productivity and Quality
Control” to be held on May 10-11 at
Northeastern University has so far had
no subscribers.
Fundraising Committee:  D. Phillips

The documents for face-to-face solici-
tation of funds and for distribution to
potential donors have been completed.
The package includes two PowerPoint
documents, booklet from ACS office
on Project SEED and brochure for con-
tributing to Phyllis Brauner Lecture.
The committee requests unbudgeted
funds to make hard copies of the pre-
sentations.  Amount is to be deter-
mined.

The two PowerPoint documents
are titled “ACS Scholars Program in
NESACS” and “NESACS:  Highlights
of Selected 2003 Programs and Activi-
ties.”

Amy Tapper and David Yesair
plan to visit some companies and make
presentations. 

There is also planning for the Sep-
tember Vendor Fair and Career Work-
shop during the Medicinal Chemistry
Symposium.  The flyer to potential
vendors is targeted to be  out by April
23.  The fair date is September 9, 2004.
The cost is $400 per 6-foot table.  

Two other fund-raising activities
have been sponsored by YCC.  The
Career Fair on April 23 and the Red
Sox game on April 19 in connection
with the German Chemical Society
Exchange program have been planned.
Each human resource department par-
ticipating in the Career Fair is being
charged $500.  Sponsors were also

solicited for the program.  The Red
Sox tickets are marked up $23 for con-
tribution to the Section.
Public Relations: Electronic report
from S. Moyer and C. Doona.
Chris Doona submitted a write-up on
the presentation of the Richards Medal
awarded to John Ross.  This was sent
to national ACS office for approval
and dissemination to newspaper in the
Stanford area.
Younger Chemists:  M. Strem
All is going well for Career Fair.
Attendance is up over previous years
for Northeast Student Chemistry
Research Conference. 

From the minutes of  J. L. Neumeyer,
Secretary pro tem ◆◆

Board of Directors
Continued from page 8

Check the NESACS Homepage
for late additions:
http://www.NESACS.org
Note also the Chemistry Department web pages
for travel directions and updates. 
These include:
http://chemserv.bc.edu/
http://www.bu.edu/chemistry/
http://www.chem.brandeis.edu/
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chem/
http://www-chem.harvard.edu/events/
http://web.mit.edu/chemistry/
http://www.chem.neu.edu/web/colloquia.htm
http://chem.tufts.edu/seminars.html
http://ase.tufts.edu/gradstudy/programdesc.htm
http://www.chem.umb.edu/
http://www.umassd.edu/cas/chemistry/
http://www.uml.edu/Dept/Chemistry/speakers.htm
http://www.unh.edu/chemistry/topics.html

Sep 14  
Prof. Pierre Deslongchamps (Univ. of 
Sherbrooke, Canada)
“Anionic Polycyclization.  An Expeditive 
Method for the Synthesis of Complex
Steroids and Terpenoids.”
Boston College, Merkert 130, 4:00 pm

Sep 22
Prof. D. Andrew Knight (Loyola Univ. of New
Orleans)
“Metal-Based Artificial Endonucleases.”
UMass Dartmouth, Science & Engineering
Building (Group II), Room 115, 4:00 pm

Sep 28   
Prof. Yoshito Kishi (Harvard Univ.)
Organic Chemistry Seminar
Boston College, Merkert 130, 4:00 pm 

Notices for the Nucleus
Calendar should be sent to:
Dr. Donald O. Rickter, 88 Hemlock St., 
Arlington, MA 02474-2157
e-mail: rickter@rcn.com

Calendar

Have you seen 
the new NESACS 

website yet?
Updated frequently

Consult for late-breaking news,
position postings

Back issues of the Nucleus are 
archived in .pdf format

WWW.NESACS.org


